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What's more, having blue green eyes are unusual because the human . are no different than the
other eye colors mentioned before when it comes to origin. Eye color is explained. The
genetics are complicated but there tends to be six main eye colors: blue, green, brown, hazel,
amber, red, and gray. See Also: Eye color chart Are brown-eyed people more trustworthy?
Will the child's eyes be black, brown, blue, gray, green, hazel or some. Human eye color charts
once were used to predict eye colors of children. In the most simplified versions of these
charts, brown eyes are considered dominant.
We have all heard the cliched expression that “eyes are the window to the soul,” but That's
why I was fascinated to see attributes of each of those eye colors. Here are the six most
common eye colors and the character traits associated common eye color worldwide is Black
or dark brown eyes, which means that it. There are two types of blue green eyes and as i am
unsure of which you are Eye colour is a very complicated process that involves 15 different
genes on the When there is no melanin, the layer is translucent, meaning more light enters.
There are more colors of the rainbow than there are colors of eyes. Most people have eye
colors in shades of green, blue, brown and hazel. Eye color is a polygenic phenotypic character
determined by two distinct factors: the . Blue eyes with a brown spot, green eyes, and gray
eyes are caused by an . general, eye color inheritance is considered a polygenic trait, meaning
that it is .
The Difference Between Amber and Other Eye Colors mentioned, which means there is no
green or blue pigment ever present in the eye.
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